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PREFACE

Assalamu’alaikum Wr. Wb.,

Alhamdulillahi Robbil’alamin, first of all praise and gratitude i pray to the existence of allah AWT who always give me the barokah, hidayah, and also goodness in my life, sholawat and Salam hopefully always flow from us from our rosulullah Muhammad SAW, who successfully guide and bring us from the darkness to the lightness by Al-Quran and Al-Hadits as his legacy to all human being.

Second, because of the permission from Allah SWT, me as the writer can finish this under graduate thesis as well, then i also want to say big thanks for some person who have given many supports and help in my life;

- To my advisor Dr. Surwandono, S.Sos., Msi. thank you for guided me worked on this final undergraduate thesis from the beginning to the end, for gorgeous examinator ibu Ratih Herningtyas, S.IP, M.A. and Siti Muslikhati, S.IP., M.Si thank you for correcting all the errors in structure of writing and giving the best advice on my final undergraduate thesis.
- My beloved parent, thanks you for all your struggle which i can reach my dream now, i am sorry if untill this far i am still can not be the person that you wanted to be and can not give you a better life and i hope this graduation can be the most beautiful gift for you.
- My all beloved sibling, thanks for being a proud brothers and sister, be a responsible person on your life and family, i am sorry during this time i can not pay attention one by
one, but surely i love you all more then anything, and i hope you guys become a person who alway put family in your priority.

- To pak wi and embah, pak wi thank you for still stay to be part of this family with so much pressure that we have been faced but you still stay together with us no metter what. For embah very big thanks for always take care of us, especialy for me, may Allah give you bleasing, health and happiness for you.

- My wonderfull Pening squad, thank you for always be in the happiness and sadness moment of my life, i am still wonder why Allah unite us with this relationship? surely Allah has a something to tell us in the future. i am still touched with the discustion that all of you want to collect the money and open donation to pay my tuition, that was crezy idea but it still imprint in my mind, first 2017 is the last time i saw ditta as our beloved little sister, i know other you guys who really happy with my graduation, ditta is also the one who wanted to see me wearing toga and holding a bunch of flower, may allah give her a beautiful place in jannah. One more thank you guys for you have done for me and for anything i get, how lucky i am to meet six of you in my life.

- My graduation fighter 2011 + Memble, thank you for always remind me to finish this final undergraduate thesis, I really hope the next semester is becoming your time to wear a toga and holding a bunch of flower, i am promise i will bring all of you a huge flowers bouquet on your pendasaran, just remembering that Allah will give us the right time for graduation, keep fighting !!!

- Memble turah squad, thank you for coloring rumah ori as bright as rumah ori's tone color like bombing in Nagasaki
and Hiroshima, especially giving a happiness for my family, visit and gretating them everyday, so they don't feel alone in yogyakarta, because we don't have any family here except you guys and wherever you are right now, my family always hope that Allah always give you a happiness of life.

- For bunda's family and May, thanks you for giving your hand to attract us and get up from economic problem, i remembered when i talk to May that i really need money to pay a house rent at that time, she suddenly talk to her mom and surprisingly Bunda call me to take a money in karanganyar, bunda said "do not ever think to return this money, just use it" bunda and May thank you for you have done to me and my family.

- Thanks for the angels without wings, who have helped in working on my final undergraduate thesis, which was halped to edit and giving the idea from the proposal to the conclusion, may allah simplify all your affairs.

- For all Rumah Ori customers, who always being a loyal customers for our business, thank you very much because of your contribution, i was able to survives and fight this challenge, like paid my tuition and all my sibling education, moreover i was able to moved in my big family to jogja, thank you very much.

- Thank you for Pejuang Akhir Squad, you make me become like a new student, i am sorry for the only couple here who i always bothering you, i hope that your wedding plan will be realized soon as possible without any obstacles. for the only married members here, i wish that you can build a harmonious family and soon to be pregnant and have a cute baby and the only youngest member, don,t be galau baby, the show must go on, the huge company waiting and the
bright future is belong to you, for all member good luck for anything you have planed, see you in other time.

- To all my aunt's outside, who always support me no metter what, sending a message, motivation and encourage to finish this final undergraduate thesis, thank you aunty.
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